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Anno di fondazione 1997, active as DCL Glas Consult GmbH since 1977

Tasso dell´esportazione 85 %

REFERENTE
Contact 1. Sig. Dipl.-Phys. Heinz Drobe 

General Manager / Owner 
Phone: +49 8104 8919 0 

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
 

The comprehensive range of I.G. - gasfilling equipment worldwide:

Comprehensive product lines, offering a reliable range of standard products, with many additional, customized options available for all specific
needs
Highly flexible alternatives to gas filling presses - similar cycle times, at much lower investments: easy to be operated, reliable and efficient
Easy start-up and self explaining push-button operation
Multi-sensor controlled, reliable results
No external calibration, but automatic internal routines
More independent outputs to reduce cycle time (optional)
Precise and reliable gas-sensing, proven in more than 1900 installations to offer leading technology
Reliable operation down to 1 bar (15 psi) input pressure
Internal sensor gauging and automatic self-test routines
Compact and rugged design, lifetime-checked components
Exchange modules and complete filling stations units always on stock for emergency express service

Testing equipment to easily determine gasfilling concentration of sealed units:

Mobile and handy Instrument
Easy start-up and quick operation
Easy and quick calibration without test gases
Compact and rugged design
Integrated pump for easy sampling-technique
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STORIA
Since 2018, DGT – Anlagen und Systeme GmbH, Munich/Germany, offer a completely renewed, comprehensive and technologically advanced range
of sensor-controlled gas fillers and gas testers for modern Insulating Glass Manufacturing worldwide, customized for all different production
technologies to reliably produce and gas fill sealed I.G. units. 

To support and advise customers all over the world DGT can rely on the unique expertise of their technicians and engineers, who originated,
developed and optimised gas filling technology since the late seventies, as the former DCL Glas Consult GmbH: 

- Easiest possible operation and calibration 
- Highest efficiency and speed, by multi-sensor control 
- Reliable results at highest flowrates worldwide 

are combined in DGT´s products to help you with the production of all standard I.G. units, but as well for bent I.G. units and all oversize or undersize
specialties with inner structures/foils/lead glass/blinds - easy and reliable.

Company Profile of DGT - Anlagen und Systeme GmbH

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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